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Abstract- Virtual machine placement to the PMs of the cloud datacenter is one of the important problems in cloud environment to provide better service to the cloud users. This research work proposed techniques to improve the performance of virtual machine placement in cloud environment. The proposed placement algorithm consisted of two main tasks. The first task optimizes the scheduling, while the second task enhances the operation of load balancing. The scheduling and load balancing is performed as a two-step process, where the first step groups resource requests into three categories, namely, high, low and medium resource requests queues and the second step performs scheduling and load balancing. The proposed VMP-LR, during non-rush hours, as the number of requests is minimum, uses an enhanced round robin method. During rush hours, in order to accommodate high resource requests, separate hybrid scheduling and load balancing algorithms are used to handle high, low and medium queues. The simulation results proved that the proposed algorithms are efficient in mapping VMs to PMs effectively in terms of cloud service response time and can save energy and increase resource utilization in a positive manner.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Cloud computing has gained popularity due to its various characteristics like cost economical and on-demand / pay as use services [1] that are independent of time and geographical locations. It is a general term used to describe a collection/group of integrated and networked hardware, software and Internet infrastructure. These platforms hide the complexity and details of the underlying infrastructure from users and applications by providing very simple graphical interface or API (Applications Programming Interface).

Cloud computing technology allows developers and IT professionals with the ability to focus on significant matters and frees them from works like maintenance, procurement and capacity planning. As cloud computing has grown in popularity, several different models and deployment strategies have emerged to help meet specific needs of different users [2]. Each type of cloud service and deployment method provides different levels of control, flexibility, and management. There are three fundamental Service models in Cloud computing, namely, Software as a Service (SaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS) and Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) [3]. All these three services can be deployed in four different ways, namely, private, public, community and hybrid cloud [4].

Cloud computing systems consists of several elements that includes virtualization, distributed computing, service oriented architectures, broadband networks, browser as a platform, servers, SAN/NAS (Storage Area Network/Network Attached Storage) and free and open source software. Each of these elements performs tasks with the main goal of offering better services to users. Out of the various elements, this research work is focused on enhancing the task of virtualization in order to improve the working of the cloud computing system.

Virtualization, a key concept of cloud computing, is the ability to run multiple operating systems on a single physical system and share the underlying hardware resources. It is the process by which one computer hosts the appearance of many computers [5]. Without virtualization, all machines require same power, emit same heat, need same physical space, setup cost, maintenance overhead, support overhead, cost per hardware etc. are directly proportional to the number of machines. Usage of virtualization increases the resource utilization by sharing physical resources among multiple users and applications. Sharing of resources provides multi-
advantages like Increased the resource utilization by sharing physical resources among multiple users and applications which also helps in help cost reduction, provides Isolation, encapsulation, hardware independence and Portability [6].

Virtualization technology has two main components, namely, Virtual Machine (VM) and hypervisor or Virtual Machine Manager (VMM). VM is an isolated runtime environment (guest OS and applications). Multiple virtual systems (VMs) can run on a single physical system. The Hypervisor or Virtual Machine Manager (VMM) is a program that allows multiple operating systems to share a single hardware host. Each guest operating system appears to have the host's processor, memory, and other resources all to itself. However, the VMM is actually controlling the host processor and resources allocating what is needed to each operating system in turn and making sure that the guest operating systems (called virtual machines) cannot disrupt each other [7].

Virtualization in cloud computing involves three broad stages.

- **Stage 1 - Application Profiling**: In this stage, the applications are profiled in its physical environment in order to obtain its resource utilization.

- **Stage 2 - Generation of VM Configurations**: In this stage, the above obtained knowledge is used to generate configurations for VMs.

- **Stage 3 - VM Placement**: This stage uses the generated VM configurations to identify the optimal manner of mapping them onto physical machines (PMs).

## II. RELATED WORK

Even though a lot of researchers have been studied this virtual machine mapping problem in the past we draw attention to some of the closest work in perspective of our point. In [8] the number of physical machines needed to deploy the requested virtual machine instances are reduced by combining time series forecasting techniques and bin packing heuristic but the model has not included the relationships between multiple resources, like CPU and I/O. In [9] the VM placement algorithms make use of the behavior of VMs to have some properties in general. In [10] for the placement of virtual machines to physical machines a two level control management system is used and it uses combinatorial and multi-phase efficiency to solve potentially inconsistent scheduling constraints. In [11], VM scheduling constraints are considered as single dimension in a multidimensional Knapsack problem.

In [12], the VM scheduling policy is primarily dealt out from the viewpoint of network traffic and three common scheduling algorithms have been introduced for Cloud performing load balancing in data centers are intensively studied the heuristics has been used as a common approach among systems to enables the load balancing among physical servers. In [14] the performance variations have been identified and monitored in a physical server hosting VMs. A few simple VM placement algorithms like time-shared and space-shared were presented and compared in [15] and introduced a method to model and simulate Cloud computing environments, in which the algorithms can be implemented. In [16] pioneered methods for allocating and migrating virtual machines and proposed some migration techniques and algorithms based on the load imbalance level of the servers. [17] evaluated most important load-balance scheduling algorithms for conventional Web servers. Vector Dot a novel load-balancing algorithm has been introduced in [18] to work with structured and multi-dimensional resources limitations by taking servers and storage of a Cloud into account. A countable measure of load imbalance on virtualized data center servers has been proposed in [19]. In [20] server consolidation was considered as a stochastic bin packing problem and presented a VM sizing based algorithm which considers the cumulative resource demand of a host where the VM to be placed. An overloaded resource based VM placement approach has been presented in [21]. In our previous study [22] the comparison of various VM scheduling algorithm has been presented and demonstrated the necessity of new efficient placement VM placement algo-
An algorithm for scheduling virtual machines have been presented in [23] based on user constraints and multi dimensional host load.

A genetic based simulated annealing algorithm for optimization of task scheduling in cloud computing has been proposed and implemented in [24]. This algorithm only considers the QOS necessities of various types of tasks. Some of the genetic operators that use the group-oriented structure lead the better results when compared to the non-grouping genetic based algorithms which are not use such grouping feature. In [25],[26] they used the grouping based genetic algorithm to reach better results than conventional methods and universal heuristic algorithms.

VM placement is defined as the process of mapping the VM requests to the PMs, according to the availability of resources in these hosts. VMs must be distributed in an efficient way such that no system or a request starves for the response from cloud [28]. The primary goal in VM placement task is to maximize the usage of the available resources.

Previously, when the number of VMs and PMS were small, mapping of VMs to appropriate PMS were possible manually. However, the current scenario faces a tremendous increase in the number of VMs and PMs, which makes automation of placement task mandatory. Existing automated solutions have to evaluate several number of possible mappings for a given set of VMs and PMs and thus, require improved intelligent placement heuristics to narrow down the search for a solution to obtain near-optimal placement plans. Moreover, the following issues were identified in the existing solutions.

Issue1 - Majority of the existing algorithms use single dimension during VM placement. However, today's’ dynamic environment requirement involves multiple dimensions.

Issue 2- The VM-PM mapping task is not normally tuned to resource request details during scheduling

Issue 3-Determining which VMs to place on which PMs is a critical point that effect the performance of the system, which is still an open research problem.

The focal point of this research work is to find solutions to the above identified issues and incorporate them into the VM placement algorithm.[32] The system after incorporating solutions to the above issues is referred in this research work as “Virtual Machine Placement and Load Rebalancing Based on Multi-Dimensional Resource Characteristics in Cloud Computing Systems (VMP-LR)”.

III. COMPONENTS OF PROPOSED VMP-LR

The proposed VMP-LR consists of three main components, namely, Resource Request Handling Component, Placement Component and Load Monitoring Component. The Resource Request Handling Component creates VM queues for each data centre using Queuing Algorithm based on Multi-dimensional Resource Characteristics. The VM placement Component uses traffic and load aware Scheduling Algorithms to map VMs to PMs efficiently. These algorithms are also fine-tuned to efficiently handle high, medium and low resource requests. The third component, that is, Load Monitoring Component (LMC), performs monitoring the VMs periodically in terms of the selected resources and when usage of the PM drops below a threshold performs rebalancing using an algorithm. This algorithm is based on ant colony optimization and can avoid over and underutilization of resources. All these components are interconnected and will be monitoring continuously by the VM manager.
A. Phase I: Queuing and Request Handling Components

As mentioned earlier, the first phase of the research methodology proposes algorithms to create request queues and methods to schedule them efficiently. This section presents details regarding the algorithms used for this purpose.

1) VM Queuing

The VQC collects the resource requests and classifies them into three different queues based on the current load and resource availability at a particular time, T. The three different queues generated are High Resource Queue (HRQ), Medium Resource Queue (MRQ) and Low Resource Queue (LRQ). In a dynamic environment, this grouping is performed for each Physical cluster of a datacenter, thus obtaining multiple queues under each category. These queues are created based on two thresholds, T1 and T2, which are estimated as 20% and 70% of current load of the Physical clusters respectively. All requests exceeding T2 are placed in HRQ and requests below T1 are placed in LRQ and the remaining requests are placed in MRQ.

Initially, all queues are considered empty and requests are placed into their respective category after classifying them using the thresholds T1 and T2. As the whole process is considered dynamic, after initial queue formation, the category of each new request is first identified and is then placed in a shortest queue using the Join Shortest Queue algorithm. The JSQA routes new requests to the shortest queues that is created from various data centres and also keeps track of queue length at all data centres.

2) Scheduling and Load Balancing

Model Design for VMP-LR System

N number of virtual machines with resource requirements VR (CPU, Memory, N/W Bandwidth) to be placed on a set of M physical machines with resource capacities of PR(CPU, Memory, N/W Bandwidth) grouped in K number of physical machine clusters. Consider PM as a set of all the physical machines in the entire system, where PM = \{PM1, PM2, PM3, ..., PMn\}, mis total number of the physical machines and an individual physical machine can be denoted as PM i, where idenote the physical machine number and range of i is (1 <= i<= m). Similarly, the set of VMs on the physical machine i, can be \{VMi1, VMi2, ..., VMIn\} here n is the number of VMs on the physical server i. If we want to deploy VM j on the PMi then the load of the CPU, RAM and bandwidth has to be calculated individually.[29] The CPU load of the PMi at the time interval ts is denoted as follows

\[ PMi(cpu, ts) = \sum_{j=1}^{n} VMij(cpu, ts) \] (1)
The amount of RAM utilized by all the VMs of PMi at the time interval $ts$ can be denoted as follows,

$$\text{PMi(ram,ts)} = \sum_{j=1}^{n} \text{VMi}(\text{ram,ts})$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

The amount of Network Bandwidth utilized by all the VMs of PMi at the time interval $ts$ can be denoted as follows

$$\text{PMi(nbw,ts)} = \sum_{j=1}^{n} \text{VMi}(\text{nbw,ts})$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

Where PMi represents the $i$th physical machine of the Physical Machine Cluster $k$, VMij represents $j$th virtual machine of the PMi and cpu, ram and nbw denotes the amount of CPU, RAM and Network Bandwidth utilized by all the VMs of the PMi respectively. Hence derived from (1),(2) and (3) the weighted average load of the Physical Machine Cluster $k$ at time interval $ts$ can be denoted as follows

$$\text{PMCk}(\text{WL,ts}) = \sum_{i=1}^{m} \text{PMi}(\text{WL,ts})$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

Where PMCk represents the $k$th physical machine cluster of the datacenter, WL represents the weighted load of physical machine cluster at time interval $ts$ and PMi represents the $i$th physical machine of the Physical Machine Cluster $k$. At any time interval the total VM load of a PM should not exceed the host capacity

$$\sum \text{PMi} \text{W}_{\text{resource usage}}(ts) \leq \text{TH value} \leq \sum \text{PMi} \text{W}_{\text{resource capacity}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

Where resource $\in \{\text{CPU, RAM, Network Bandwidth}\}$ and $W_{\text{resource}}$ is the weight associated with each resource TH value is the threshold value set by the administrator if the load goes beyond this value the host can be considered as overloaded host and the selected VMs has to be migrated to other appropriate physical machines.

Algorithm Design for Dynamic VM placement

The objective is to place the VMs in PMs in a way that the total number of PMs required to place all the VMs is decreased. So we considered this a multi potential bin packing problem since this is a NP-hard problem, we provide a heuristic based on multiple policy. In the earlier stages of allocation most of the PMs are underutilized or not used so our heuristics works as like the first fit scheduler which is a simplest one to implement and which increases the response time of VM placement. As the number of VM grows in the datacenter the utilization level of PM is also being considered by our heuristic which really helps in maintaining the balanced load among servers. Towards the closing stages the heuristic works according to the nature of the VMs workload that is gathered from the user provided hints which helps in avoiding the bottleneck of a particular resource as well as avoiding the violence of any SLA agreements. The algorithm which is used to achieve these things is given below.

The focal point of VPC is to perform scheduling optimally in order to reduce time and energy and at the same time improve resource utilization through load balancing. For this purpose, this research work proposes a set of Hybrid Scheduling and Load Balancing algorithms. The VM request handling component performs the following steps in order to perform VM placement.

- Determine traffic load to identify rush and non-rush hour
- Use appropriate algorithms to handle requests in each queue category and traffic load to perform placement.

The two most important aspects of scheduling are to reduce energy consumption and to effectively use the resources available. One way to incorporate these desirable aspects is using the knowledge regarding the traffic and by using effective scheduling algorithm. Scheduling of VMs has to be done correctly by using an
appropriate load balancing technique, as it has a direct performance impact on the entire cloud system. In this research, in order to conserve energy, the second step of the proposed algorithm uses methods that can work efficiently during rush and non-rush hours.

To perform VM placement efficiently, the VMP-LR proposes four scheduling and load balancing hybrid algorithms (three for rush hour and one for non-rush hour) to optimally place the VM to an appropriate PM. During rush hour, in order to further optimize the process of scheduling, separate hybrid algorithms that is tuned up to work efficiently with HRQ, MRQ and LRQ are used. The three hybrid algorithms proposed are listed below.

**High Request Queue – Scheduling and Load Balancing Algorithm using Enhanced Max-Min, Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) and Artificial Bee Colony (ABC) (SLAM2A) algorithm**

**Medium Request Queue – Hybrid Scheduling and Load Balancing algorithm based on First Fit, Best Fit algorithm and multi-level grouping genetic (SLAFBG) algorithm[30]**

**Low Request Queue – Hybrid Scheduling and Load Balancing algorithm based on Enhanced Max- with Particle Swarm Optimizer (SLAMP) algorithm**

The SLAM2A algorithm, designed to handle requests in HRQ, is a hybrid algorithm that combines the advantages of enhanced max-min algorithm, Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) and Artificial Bee Colony (ABC). The conventional max-min algorithm is designed to consider execution time and considers requests with maximum execution time first. In this research work, this algorithm is modified to consider both average execution time of the requests (et) and processing speed (ps). These two factors are selected so that the proposed algorithm is adaptable to both execution time and resource requests that produces minimum completion time. Based on these two factors, a resource makespan constraint is created as the product of et and ps. Using this factor, the scheduling is performed using the concept of max-min algorithm.

The Ant Colony Optimization algorithm is one of the most recent algorithms, which has been shown to be competitive to other algorithms [31]. The ACO algorithm is enhanced by combining it with ABC algorithm. This hybrid algorithm is designed to combine the advantages of the global search ability of ABC and the local search ability of ACO algorithm along with the advantages provided by max-min scheduling algorithm. The algorithm initially uses enhanced Max-Min algorithm for scheduling requests while load balancing is performed by ACO enhanced with ABC algorithm.

The SLAFBG algorithm, designed for handling the requests in MRQ, is a hybrid method based on Dynamic Bin-Packing (DBP) is used. The DBP assumes that requests arrive and depart at arbitrary times, which is the scenario of non-rush hour. The bin packing problem is a combinatorial NP-hard problem. The proposed VM-placement algorithm combines two algorithms to minimize the number of PMs required to place a set of VMs, quick and correct placement of VMs, perform load balancing, increase resource utilization rate without violating any SLA (Service Level Agreements). Here, the PMs are considered as bins and the VM's to be placed are considered as objects to be filled in the bin. The two algorithms used are first fit and best fit algorithms. Initially, as most of the PMs are underutilized or not used, the proposed algorithm works like the first fit scheduler. This algorithm is selected because of its dual advantages of (i) being simple to implement and (ii) increases the response time of VM placement. Later, when the utilization level of PM increases, in order to balance load among server, the proposed algorithm uses best fit algorithm. A multi-level grouping genetic algorithm is used for load balancing among physical servers.

The SLAMP algorithm, designed for handling requests in LRQ, enhances PSO algorithm through the use of enhanced Max-Min algorithm. Careful scrutiny of PSO algorithm revealed that the performance of the algorithm is dependent on the initial population and fitness function. In the proposed SLAMP algorithm, the
initial population is automatically generated using the enhanced Max-Min algorithm and the fitness function is modified to minimize the makespan, thus improving the resource utilization.

During non-rush hour, all the requests are handled using the round robin algorithm. The algorithm mainly focuses on distributing the load equally to all the nodes. Using this algorithm, the scheduler allocates one VM to a node in a cyclic manner. The main advantage of this algorithm is that it utilizes all the resources in a balanced order and further equal numbers of VMs are allocated to all the nodes which ensure fairness.

Illustrative Example

In order to illustrate our algorithm, assume we have four PMs. Table 1 shows the specifications of the servers. Table 2 shows the 10 VM requests with various resource requirements. On next step of the algorithm iteration, VMs in table 2 will be allocated in the available PMs. Figure 2 representing the results of using VM placement process by first fit algorithm while Figure 3 representing the results of applying proposed VMP-LR. In Figure 2, the original first fit uses 4 PMs for allocating the VMs. Whereas Figure 3 describes Proposed scheduling algorithm which achieves placement by using only 3 PMs and introduces load balance among all the PMs. Power consumption rate can be minimized by shutting down the PM which is not used.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PM List</th>
<th>CPU(cores)</th>
<th>RAM (GB)</th>
<th>DISK(GB)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PM 1</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PM 1</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PM 3</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PM 4</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VM List</th>
<th>CPU(cores)</th>
<th>RAM (GB)</th>
<th>DISK(GB)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VM 1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VM 2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VM 3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VM 4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VM 5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VM 6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VM 7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VM 8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VM 9</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VM 10</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

A. Experimental Setup

The presented algorithm is implemented in JAVA Netbeans IDE. Then we use CloudSim simulator for simulation to appraise the execution and performance of our heuristics with some of the existing scheduling algorithm in terms of number of active PMs, Response Time, Resource Utilization, SLA violations and Power consumption. The performances of the proposed algorithm were examined from both users and service provider’s perception.

Since it is difficult to access the real datacenters or cloud infrastructures we used simulation based evaluation which can be easily reproducible to compare the performance of the proposed algorithm with the existing works which is currently used by the majority of the cloud service providers. The simulated cloud environment contains a cluster of PMs the total resource capacity of PMs is expressed in percentage and randomly generated VM resource demand includes the number of CPU cores, amount of RAM and required network bandwidth.
B. Analysis

The investigations are done to analyze the effect our proposed algorithm in number of physical servers required to place a certain number of VMs, the time taken for placing a set of VMs, overall resource utilization rate of all the active servers, SLA violation rate of all the active VMs and the total power consumption of all the active PMs. The simulation results show that our proposed algorithm can use the less number of physical servers for placing a certain number of VMs which helps to improve the resource utilization rate. It is observed that the minimum time has been taken for placing a set of VM requirements when compared with other existing algorithms. The result shows that less percentage of SLA violations and less power consumption than the existing algorithms.

Figure 2: VMs allocated based on First Fit

Figure 3: VMs allocated based on VMP-LR

Figure 4: Number of Active PMs Used

Figure 5: Response Time
Stage 1 - Evaluation of Proposed Scheduling and Load Balancing Algorithm

The experiments were designed in three stages in the first stage the proposed scheduling and load balancing algorithms are compared with their existing counterparts. It is shown that in all the five parameters the proposed algorithms outperform their existing counterparts.
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Stage 2 – Effect of Queuing algorithm

In stage two the experiments are done to identify the effect of applying queuing algorithm is examined for all the proposed VM placement algorithms by using the algorithm on the set of VM requests which comes in a single queue and also the VM requests which is classified into three different queues based on the proposed queuing algorithm. The results are shown that all the proposed VM placement algorithms produces good results in all the cases when it is used on the requests which are classified into three different queues.

![Figure 11: Effect of Queuing on Resource Utilization](image1)

![Figure 12: Effect of Queuing on SLA Violations](image2)

![Figure 13: Effect of Queuing on Power Usage](image3)

![Figure 14: Effect of Queuing on Power Usage](image4)

![Figure 15: Response Time](image5)

Stage 3 – Evaluation of Proposed VMP-LR

In stage three the performance of the proposed VMP-LR is examined against the existing First fit, Best Fit, Round Robin, Genetic Algorithm, Ant colony Optimization, Particle Swarm Optimization algorithms. The results shows that the VMP-LR system can use decreased number of PMs, less response time, high resource utilization rate, lower SLA violation rate and less power consumption when compared to the existing algorithms.
We presented our novel algorithm that considers user constraints of VM along with physical host load factor to address the problem of mapping the VMs into PMs such that the number physical host used is minimized, the overutilization and underutilization of the resources of a host can be identified and resolved at the same time without violating any SLA agreements. Since we consider this as a multi potential bin packing problem we combined three different heuristics which considers load factor of hosts along with user provided information at the various stages of placing the VMs in physical hosts. Based on our analysis we showed that our proposed algorithm utilizes minimum number of physical servers for hosting the set of VMs, which also reduces the energy consumption of the datacenter and it achieved high resource utilization rate by the way of using minimal number of physical servers. Another considerable enhancement in our algorithm is less percentage of load imbalance value and the percentage of VMs that violate their SLA.

As our future work we planned to incorporate the proposed algorithm with an open source cloud platform and test its efficiency against real time environment and also we would like to Modeling the interconnection prerequisites that can correctly express the relationships between VMs consolidated in the same host which will be valuable for additional optimizations of VM scheduling in cloud infrastructure.
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